Have you seen a rainbow on a window as you have taken your daily exercise?
Did you know it is part of a social media campaign to keep people’s spirits up?
The idea is that people can have great fun creating rainbows to put in their windows and then it will give people
something to look for when they are out on their daily exercise – a bit like a treasure hunt. It also gives people stuck
in the chance to wave and smile at those who come searching for rainbows.
There are plenty of examples on social media using various hastags including:
#everythingwillbeok #chasetherainbow #frommywindow

One of my favourites is this one; a real rainbow appeared
behind this little boy whilst he was busy drawing. Amazing!

Some people have included Bible verses on their rainbows.

This campaign could be extended with children by looking at the story of Noah.
Rev’d Louise Grace from Countess Weir and Topsham says, “In this story the people in the ark had to wait a very long
time for the waters to go down; and also there is a fair amount of jeopardy in the story so feels very much like today
and what we are experiencing with Covid-19.
The story could be a safe way of opening up some questions with our children and best of all it ends with a covenant,
a promise of God's abiding love with us.
It doesn't dodge the hard issues but it holds out hope grounded in God's love.”
Take a look at one of these videos with your children. The first is a Godly Play telling which is longer and might suit
children who really like to ponder and the second is by crossroads kids, a cartoon format which is much shorter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yzN0fUxjkQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6u6E4yEZhUE

As you watch Noah's story with your children you might want to consider the following questions, and see if they
help you prepare to wonder about them together:
What questions do you think the story of Noah raises?
How might the story of Noah speak to this time we are experiencing: of great peril? Of safety? Of separation?
Of waiting? Of God’s promises?
There have also been some fantastic prayer resources
created on the theme of rainbows which you could have a
go at with your family.
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